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What’s New

Product in Focus

Bird Avery Sprayer.

P500 Spray Painting Gun

The bird avery sprayer is used to
apply disinfectants to sanitise the
averys.This unit is fully portable
and is mounted on a stainless
steel frame, it has a 20 meter
outlet fluid hose along with 10
liters of 220 Volt electric
cable, the unit also includes its
own chemical container. The
unit operates at a pressure of
4 bar with a maximum
volume displacement of 1.1
liters per minute.
All
components used in the
units manufacture are
corrosion resistant.

The Hawk P500
Airless spray gun has
over the past few
years proved itself to
be a reliable and
cost effective gun
for spraying just
a b o u t a n y
material. The
casing is constructed from
anodised aluminium and all the
wetted parts are stainless
steel, this means it is suitable
for more environmentally
friendly water based paints
and the more aggressive
solvent based materials.
The gun is supplied as
standard equipment on
the Hawk 211 range of
airless spray painting
machine, however with
a maximum pressure
rating of 500 bar it can be
used on just about any
airless machine. The gun
currently retails at an economical
R1050.00 +VAT. Hawk is also offering a
further R250.00 trade-in discount for any
airless spray gun, regardless of it's
condition.

Argus Cycle Race
The day was a success and
e n j o y e d b y a l l .

The Argus Cycle Race was
held in Cape Town on the
11th March. Once again
Monitor teamed up with 5fm
and set up a mist tunnel on
the top of Wynberg hill to cool
down the cyclists.
Congratulations to all of the
cyclists to rode and
completed the tough race.

Humour

Meet Our Staff
Pam has been working at
Monitor since August 2000.
Not only is she the first voice
that you hear when you
phone our Durban branch
but she also handles all the
creditors invoicing.

“I tell you, a crib is just plain worthless - what we need
around here is a good cardboard box.”

“Sometimes inferiority is simply the lack of information”
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Sata LP90-Jet-NR92 HVLP
High volume low pressure automatic spray painting gun
The Sata LP 90 gun is an environmentally friendly painting system for high
quality top coat applications and filler products for manufacturing and other
industrial uses. By saving 20% on material and reducing over spray, HVLP
technology provides additional savings in cleaning expenses and longer
service life of booth filters.
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Super Finish 1500
Long Stroke Airless Spray Painting Unit
The SuperFinish 1500 sprays a very wide range of materials including
enamel paints, emulsions, lacquers and fillers. The SuperFinish is able
to spray both high and low viscosity materials with all tip sizes up to 23
thou. The long stroke diaphragm system combines the benefits of
diaphragm and piston pumps making it powerful, yet small and handy,
long lasting, minimal running and servicing costs, quiet in operation
and quick to clean.
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Iota 17
Double diaphragm 220v electric pump
The Iota17 double diaphragm pump delivers a maximum of 17.3l/min
and a maximum pressure of 20 bar. The pump is ideal for most
applications and is particularly suitable for the agricultural environment.
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RL160/200
High pressure stainless steel gun
Part Number
30.5100.00

Bar
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RA021
Rotating tank cleaning head
The RA021 is designed for rinsing medium to large tanks or tanker
trucks. It can handle a maximum volume of 200l/min and a maximum
pressure of 100 bar. The RA makes use of an innovative turbine
rotating method which means it is completely self rotating and does not
require any motor. It makes use of the water pressure to generate its'
rotation.
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